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Long range plans closer Dwention affiotM: SBA directors 
Boyer takes position as NAACP-funding sparksschi-sm 
new Associate ~ Dean by Jan Barber connection with th_e suit rather is political. The law school 
· ' man.for a flat donation. students here try to remove 
A proposed donation of $200 "If I felt it was a sham themselves · from outside and 
1by Bob Selcor 
L 
in ·student funds to the National transaction, I might not sign it" would spend their money on 
Association for the Advancement ' (even if a majority of the SBA parties - thousands of dollars go 
Dean Thomas Headrick of Colored People (NAACP) has directors approved it)' Lukin said. to the parties - and then some 
announced Friday that Associate caused a ruckus in the Law School He noted that SBA members who SB A dire t to rs find it 
Professor Barry Boyer has been student government over what is favor the allocation could try to objectionable to spend money on 
selected to replace Associate Dean proper spending of money raised get it through without his present problems that affect us all 
Robert Fleming, who left Buffalo through mandatory student signature by going to Student outside of the law school ." 
to become dean of the new law activity fees. Affairs themselves or by bonding SBA Secretary Citronberg, who 
school at Pace University. By a bare majority, the Board some other SBA member to sign. opposed the allocation, said in an 
·Since Boyer presently has a full of Directors of the Student Bar The Sept. 21 vote to allocate interview: "I think what this b~ils 
teaching load and is directing ·a Association (SBA) voted Sept. 21 the money ta the NAACP was 6 down to is the state forcing 
research project for the to give the money to the to 5. Those 1upporting the motion students to make a political
Administrative Conference on the NAACP's legal defense fund for were: John Yuhas, Monica Dodd, donation to a non-student activity 
rule making powers of the Federal an appeal bond in -a Mississippi Vikki Edwards, Alice Mann and since fees used to fund • the 
Trade Commission, Professor state court case. Tom Murphy, anp Jim Essenson. donation are mandatory fees. ;' 
William Greiner will share However, there was ·some Those opposed were Bob Citronberg said he supported the 
responsibilities of the office for a doubt at press time whether the Citronberg, Mark Moretti, Alan NAACP's cause, but not SBA 
one-year term. New Associate Dean Barry Boyer. · NAACP would see any of the Gerstman and Michael Kaye. funding of it. 
In addition to these two new money because the ne.cessary Yuhas made the motion to SBA Director Kaye, who,.yoted
appointments, Professor Wade requisition form and sufficient allocate and Mann seconded it. against, said: "I voted against it 
Newhouse was chosen as lnitia'lly, Boyer will be demonstration of the purposes of Yuhas could not be reached for because I didn't think it was a 
Assotiate De.an in charge of the primarily ' responsible for the contribution have not been comment. Mann, explaining her responsibility of SBA to allocate 
library earlier this month, bringing cu'rriculum planning, teaching given to, the University Main vote, sa id, in part: "The fact that funds to an organization that 
the number of associate deans at assigiiffleflts, coUrse offerings and Campus administration and it was an organization that is non-profit doesn't benefit the students . ... 
the law school tl)is year to three. scheduling. unclear whether proponents of has to put up $1.25 million bond When I saw the NAACP getting 
Boyer graduated from the For this semester, Greiner's the donation wou ld be able to to appeal is absolutely outrageous $200 that could have been 
Univ~rsity of Michigan School of duties will include handling push through an alternative plan and doesn't seem Constitutional. allocated to a student 
Law in 1969 and then cl~rked for student academic probleo,s, for giving the $200 to the NAACP The objections that seem to be organization it irritates me. I 
Judge Edward A. Tamm of the counseling and. advising the at Tuesday's meeting. State-wide going on atound here are that this think people who voted for it 
United States Court of Appeals registrar on handling student State University guidelines require is a political issue. But every issue - continued on pa~ 8 
for the District of Columbia academic questions, assisting in that money from mandatory 
Circuit. He has also served as the preparation of budget and student fees be spent on 
advisor to Commissioner Mary planning documents, and educational purposes which serve Schlesinger speaks on 
Gardiner Jones of the Federal representing the . law school in the university community. 
Trade Commission, altorney to university matters. The NAACP originally had foreign justice systemsthe Administrative Office of Legal ·Beginning next semester, until Oct. 1 to raise $1.5 million 
Counsel of the United States Greiner will shift more to appeal a decision in Mississippi 
Department of Justice and responsibility to Boyer so that which awarded damages to white Author Rudolph Schlesinger, 
consultant to the American Bar .over the course of. the year Boyer merchants who were the target of one of the foremost American 
Association. will have full charge . of the an economic boy.colt by the authorities on"European criminal 
Boyer has been at SUNYAB position. NAACP and other civil rights justice systems, will deliver the 
Law School since 1973 and has Next year, Boyer will handle a groups in the late 1960's. But a annual Mitchell Lecture at the 
served as chairman of the wider range of administrative federal court issued a restraining SUNYAB Law School next 
Committee on Long-Range tasks, although he will also order over the weekend giving the Thursday, Oct. 14 at 8 p.m. in the 
Planning as well as serving on continue in his teaching and NAACP an extra week to raise the Moot Court Room. 
many other committees. w"riting duties. money. , . 
In his prepared lectul\O tit led Paul Lukin, SBA treasurer, said 
''Comparative Cr imin al he did not pass the requisition 
Procedure: A Plea for Utili zingform for the money on to Student Foreign Experience," SchlestngerAffairs because neither SBA 
will argue why the U.S. should President Barry Fertel nor the 
adopt several European methodsSBA directors who supported the 
for handling crimina\ trials. Ralph Schlesingercontribution provided sufficient 
Sch lesinger is currently a Numerous other books anddocumentation. Lukin opposed 
professor of law at the University articles by Schlesinger have been the allocation. 
of California's Hastings College of pub lished in Great Britain,Fer tel said Sunday, that with 
Law and emeritus professor of Switzerland, Germany, France,an extra week, proponents of the international and comparat ive law ·Italy and Latin America.donation may be able to come up 
at Cornell University Law School. 
Schlesinger is the author of 
•with a better justification. For A question and answer seminar 
example, the SBA could bring in a pertaining to the lecture is ' 
"Comparative Law - Cases, Textspeaker on the suit to accept a scheduled for Friday, Oct. 15 
and Materials," the first text in$200 honorarium for donation to from 10 a.m. to 12 noon in the 
the NAACP, he said. the field published in the U.S. and Moot Court Room. Former Dean 
now the most widely-used in Richard Schwartz will chair the 
But Lukin said Sunday that he English-speaking countries. Schlesinger sem inar, which is open 
was not sure whether he would In additton, he has authored to all interested facu lty and 
agree to sign suet, an allocation, "Formation of Contracts - A students. 
even though Student Affairs Study of the Common Core of Professor Schlesinger will also 
officials have privately told him Legal Systems. 11 This two-volume lecture in Professor Kane's 
that they would probably allow work was hailed as the first . Conflict of Laws class Friday 
the SBA to alloca)e funds if they successful attempt to investigate from 2 p.m. ti:> 3 p.m. in Room 
were for a speaker or· to "buy" ' the areas of agreement among the 108. Faculty and students are 
copies of legal papers in world's major legal systems. invited to att~nd. 
Hon. Charles S. Ue51J1ond, former Court of Appe•ls Chief Judge 
Introduced this year's problem · for the annual moot court 
competition that bears his name Tuesday. Receivl111 a copy of the 
problem Is second-year student Tom Stahr: The moot·court teams 
now have about a month to prepare their 1 S-page brleft, with oral 
IIJUmenu set for November. - photo by Bob Cltronbera 
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The Ptesident.'s ·corner · ·\ 
by Barry R. Fertel events co~·;;;butes to this vi.: .,J b; . 
m~f!Y, student's,., For exai;nple, only th e; ~ean · 
As president of the Stu(lenf Bar and one member of ihe faculty atte~ded 
Association, I have been presented with the the SBA piCnic, 'causing many first \year 
opportunity to become familiar with the students to believe ttiat their teachers have 
various organizations and groups which little regard for them. 
have a direct impact on the students here The teachers of this. school have a long 
attne·taiv school : estaplished ,~cord, of failure with r:i,spect to . . 
,11,e 'Gr-0uP that. has shown 'its~lf to have meeting the ~true nee~s ,of th.e!r students,. ,. 
the keenest irlterest in the welfare of the Several' professOrs ' have practiced law in' 
law school and its students is the alumni of firms and government agencies, yet thCy 
the school. Since last March I have been have been reluctant to aid the school's 
regularly attending the mont~ly rpeetings graduates in obtaining employm;nt. 
of the alumni association, and the sincere Another attitude which is pervasive 
dedication of the alumni to the law school among the faculty is that of placing their 
and its students has ,been ex\re!"ely_ research gctals above the needs of the 
gratifying. .. stud'entS. ~ As· an examp1e, ~ oii~ ;, Profes'sOf • 
Even though I am in strong suggeStCd th!tf funds '"alfoc'aied t0 thf!'LaYt 1 
disagreement with ma'nY of the views Review could be better spent for student 
presented at these meetings, this strong assistants who aid faculty in their research. 
desire on the part of the alumni to Query: Would the final article which 
promote as·much good will for the school results from this student's work be 
as they can is appreciated, published in the Buffalo Law Review or in 
The alumni have placed major emphasis a more " reputable" publication? How does 
oli the procurement of employment for the an objective observer view a School that has 
law ' school's graduates. Thus, the law faculty who refuse to publish their works 
school's alumni have been quite helpful in in that law school's law review? As 
offering advice to students interested in professors of law, it is the primary 
particular areas of the law. One of the goals obligijtion of the faculty to serve the needs 
of the SBA this year is to enhance the of their students and not themselves. 
relationship between alumni and students 
by increa5ing the interaction between 'the My 'at.titude toward the faculty may 
two groups. If this law school is ever to appear a bit too negative, but it is 
acquire a national reputation, it must have preferable to ·overstate than understate the 
the staunch support of its alumni. sitt.iation. The professors of this ·sch'aOI are 
Regrettably, the group which I feel lies welcome t'o rebut what I have V'ritten, and 
at the other end of the spectrum in terms de01onstra'te to their students where I have 
of demonstrating an interest in the future erred in m.y presentation by showing where 
of the school's students is the faculty. Of the needs of the 'students have been 
course, the majority of the• faculty are addressed. 
deeply concerned about the students, but In any case, I would hope the teachers 
it is the-obligation of th~ entire faculty to of t~is school will respond favorably by 
serve the best interests of their students. showjng i greater interest ,irl .the law 
There are several facult', members who school's siuc/ents. After all, without the 
convey an impression of aloofness and even stud~nts . there ,wo,uld. be no facu'liy, no 
elitism . The lack of participation by the administration and of course, no law 
faculty ,in the various SBA sponsored social· school. · 
Law Symposium - Oct: 16 
The Fund for Modern , Courts, a .Ford Foundation project, will sponsor a lepl 
symposium Saturday, October 16 from 9 a.m. to 3 :30 p.m. at the Statler Hilton Hotel in 
· Buffalo. · 
The day-Iona 'event, entitled "The Citizen an~ the law" will feature four 
sin,ulbneous worksh,opsconduc~d by area a!torneys. ' ' ·, 
Pr41fessor ,Herman Schwa~ of SUNYAB Law School will m?derate ad,iscussion of 
Ball,",;'l:,amily ~urt Judge Nannette Dembitz will lead a workshop on "Famfly Court," 
Buffal9 ~ttcif;ne)' Fra11k <?fferman will direct a panel on "Se~tion of Judges," and 
Pnifasor ~m, Friedlander of Cornell University Law School will lead a discussion of 
"Vlcd~l~~.Crime.'' · '. • . , , · • • 
• In adjfitlon to the mpderators, the w.orkshws will be composed of panel ills with 
expertise ,In.the respective areas of disc4ssion . . . . · , 
· 'TIie ·sy·mposlum is open to .the public; and the registration fee, is $1.()0, wilt, an , 
additional charae !IfJ2.SO for a box lunch. Tickets are ••~liable until October 1Q from 
Judy Me~r.at 190 Deerhurst Park, Kenmore, ~ .Y., o_r at !he door on the day ,of U)e , 
~- . . · . ,, ..... · ·, 
Letters to the Editors 
NAACP Contribution Questioned 
To the Editors: 
On Tuesday, Sept. 21, the Student Bar Association voted by a 6-5 margin to give 
$200 of student funds to the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People as a contribution to that organization's national fund-raising campaign. The funds 
are to be used for an app'eal bond of over one million dollars in a State of Mississippi 
coUr.t case. 
Although the purposes and goals of the NAACP are, to the minds of most students 
at the Law School, laudable and worthy of the support of all students, it must be 
remembeted that the NAACP is basically a political action organization, and that State 
University guidelines for the disbursement of student activities funds prohibit the Student 
Bar Association from giving to ANY political organization. · 
·At the September 21st meeting, proponents of the NAACP contribution 
commented that the recipient of student largesse is in fact a charitable organization. Even 
if the NAACP aoes carry out acts of charity the fact remains that the measure passed by 
the law student government specified that the contribution was to be spent for the appeal 
bond in •the Mississippi courts. That case is an appeal of a judgment of over one million 
dollars a,ising from ·a 1960's NAACP byocott of Mississip.pi merchants who practiced 
racial discrimination. The boycott was a political measure, and the appeal taken is in 
furtherance of the political aims of that boycott. Thus, SBA funds were given to further 
the political and not the charitable ends of the NAACP. 
This is .a-gross .Violation, ef-state regulations.-ThoSe regulations ,were established in 
1972 to : answu :the: ~rotesn ' of students· throughout the SUNY system who found 
themselves paying mandatory studen t fees only to further political parties and ideologies 
with which they disagreed. It is in fact a measure to protect the free speech interests of 
the minority, regardless of their position. The measure is reasooable and based upon 
similar provisions in State ~nd Federal election laws which allow corporations and labor 
unions to expend only voluntary contributions for political campaigns. Mandatory fees, 
like corporate profits and union check-offs, should never be allowed to be'used in the 
supµort of partisan po,litical interests. 
Every·SBA director owes a duty to the student body to spend mandatory fees for 
the benefit of the taxed students, and in keeping with the laws and regulations rightly 
imposed by the State of New York. When directors fail in that duty they n:,ust be made 
accountable to_ tlie student body, either ,through exercise of the recall or by requiring 
each responsible SBA director and officer to reimburse the student treasury for illegally 
e)lp~edfunds:- ,· • · , , . " :. .. , . 
\. ~..!" ., - ..1""' ., _ ..,._...,_ ; - ••:-· - ...;,"':, •••~ o ♦ •• i•,,.- J,. •,.11 )11 cJd'-' 'iC. h :,'y;:i .\,\" \ 1:tf 
""';"';.:o\ '. --:',- - - .- - ... ,...... ... , 1' 




Alan Diebold Gerstman 
Third Year Director 
Michael Kaye 
Third Year Director 
Mark Moretti 
Second Year Director 
OnSecond Thought ... 
To tfte Editors: 
. I am one of the signers of the letter in today 's issue objecting to the $200 
contribution to the NAACP appeal bond fund . However, I must take exception to the last 
paragrpah ,of that letter which suggests that the Directors who voted for the contribution 
be recalled or be personally responsible for re-imbursement of the funds. 
I must _apologi~e for neglecting to iive the letter a careful reading before signing it, 
but I would hke to reiterate my 5upport for the general objections expressed therein. 
Sincerely, 
Michael Kaye 
Third Year Director 
What'sanSBA? 
.To the Editors: 
The ~BA ele~ti_ons ~ppear. to first-year students as a futile stylistic exercise, devoid 
of ~ubstant1ve paruc1pat?'y democracy; candidates for first-year Directors have tittle or 
no 1~ea of what the post ,s; the voters have even less understanding of the SBA; most have 
the "!'Presslon, given,~y the SBA's leadership, that more esoteric pursuits _ studyt1111, or guzzling beer - deserve far more consideration, , 
, , This vaJue judgment,may be valid, but-most first.year students would prefer maklni 
th,s findin_g for themselves. My objection isn't tied · to the .NAACP fundlna lmbroallo; 
sympathetif ~ough I was I don't know enough about that situation to have an opinion. 
~at _J know " that fir.5t-ye'ar students haven't been.told enough about anything the SBA 
IS doing :o'. can -do. I m surprised the leadership cares so little for the substance of 
representat1,ve gQvernment and is satisfied with format procedures which Just don't do the 
job. I hope this will c/)ange, 
R,spectful/y, 
Andrew J. CaSllnt/no 
· r" •11, f \ i • 1 'l"!, • 
October 7, 1976 OPINION Page three 
To the Editors: 
. I write this letter in the hope that it will express my views on what I believe ia be 
serious problems within your Student Bar Association. • · • 
It has been clear since my association with the SBA that mv. philosophies are 
considerably different from those of most other members o~ that group. I felt that I was 
•~trusted to cast my vote in the manner that would effectuate what I perceived to be the 
w,shes of the great m_ajority of students at this school. Unfortuna.tely, this has proved to 
be ~ frustr~tmg experience. I have consistently been outvoted on most major issues, issues 
which I believe central to the concept of repr~sentative student.govemmJ_n.L • . 
The SBA has allocated student _funds for·meals for student representitiweo, and wall 
plaques for student representatives. It has allowed student groups to misuse student 
funds, even allowing one student group to go to another group's .natio-;;~I convention 
because its own convention was cancelled. It has seen fit to attempt to donate $200 to a 
political organization, in clear violation of this state's expenditure guidelines. It has aJso 
refused to approve a resolution banning further such expenditures, a resolution which 
would reaffirm the SBA's duty under state law. Meanwhile, the SBA has cut allocations 
to the student newspaper, and social t~nctjons, activities, which ~rve qi/ students .. 
. An attempt to allow a student referendum on mandatory fees during the upcoming 
elections, when most students would vote, was tabled on 9/28, because some members 
felt: 1) some _''.troublemakers" had stirred up the student body concer,ning the SBA's 
allocatro~ pohc'.es, and 2) ~• students would be unable to receive enough information to, 
vote. This last item was utilized despite the fact that sufficient information could have 
been dis,tributed through various sources. It is clear that the SBA seeks to perpetuate its. 
own _ex,stence. Hopefully (should the SBA finally decide to -allow it) you wjll be 
perm,_tted to vote on whether to continue youi support through the mandatpry fee. When 
that time comes, I urge you to consider the issue carefu.lly. 
Bob C!tronberg 
.Exceutlve Secretary, SBA , 
On Point 
Jaworski visit disappointing 
(Ed. note: for related story, see page 5) 
by Dean Silvers · 
, Lean' hworski 's Sept. 24 visit to th~ ,, 
Law School had been eagerly awaited, and 
the anticipation increased when he did not 
appear at the scheduled 3 p.m. starting 
time. 
The absence caused by his delay was 
amply filled by Professor Michael Tigar, 
who discussed some of the more 
provocative aspects of the Watergate 
ln,ve\tigatjng,J~m. 
The scene was set. It was as if the 
back-up band was on stage; and the crowd 
reacted with anxious consideration while 
they eagerly awaited the coming of the 
main act . 
And then it happened. Suddenly and In addition, Jaworski exhibited the 
. dramatically, as if it was set ,up by Bill ~nique qua!!ty of being bot.h "cool" and 
Graham himself, the main act appeared like luke-warm at the same time. Such an 
a flash frQm the side, out of view until the attitude and demeanor was not something 
very moment he reached the podium. The one would have expected. Passionate and 
crowd went wild with adulation. ..._ provocative questions would be fired at 
One of the few heros (which Americans ·Jaworski, and he would dodge them with 
so desperately need) to surface from the the greatest of ease. 
Watergate quagmire had arrived. The This frustr~t[ng situation reached its 
valiant knight in shining armour, a heretic cWCX _when Yne womaq ~ed .a Pertinent 
froO\ King Richard's Court, was here. · qu-.stion about amnesty and the 
There was triumph in the air, and the presidential pardon. 
American spirit shone as brightly as the "How can I honestly explain to my 
flag p_in on Mr. Jaworski's lapel itself. children the rationale behind paraoning 
Yet as has been the case ever since I saw Nixon, while tens of thousands of fellow 
my father exchanging 25 cents for the Americans are not pardoned, and are not 
.tooth underneath my pillow, I discovered allowed back home, due to their moral 
once again the harsh world of beliefs, a more nobler cause, in ev'acling the' 
disillusionment and reality. Perhaps the draft for the immoral war in lndo-China?" 
lesson learned from Jaworski would read asked the woman. 
something like, 11 Prestigious government To which Jaworski merely remarked 
lawyers never grow old, they just grow that he had nothing to do with this 
indifferent" situation, and he declined to comment 
Sir Leon came not to discuss various further. 
aspects of an event unique in its When asked about this same topic, the 
implications for America, in which 'he pardon, seconds later, he had much to say. 
played an integral role. Rather, he came to Why the change? In this instance he was 
defend his "good name" against a defending his country. 
non-favorable review of his new book. · He attempted to prove that Ford did 
What I am st,eaking in regard to is the not umake a deal",. with Nixon to pardon 
review of Jaworski's new book, The Right him. Jaworski asserted that Nixon 
and the Powt!r in the Sunday New York contacted him indirectly, and that Nixon 
nmes Book Review Section, September was . sobbing, beaing to be let off the 
19, 1976, by Seymour Hersh. In this article hook. Jaworski then stipulated' that this 
Mr. Hersh ably criticized Jaworski's book. sick man could not have possibly, already 
It is quite obvious after reading the made a deal with Ford and still react as he 
review that Jaworski's talk was nothing but did. 
a direct point by point defense against Mr. But to say an insane man would act In a 
Hersh's article. Now one can understand sane manner, as Jaworski asserted, is a 
Mr. Jaworskl's anger at such an article, but contradiction in terms. Insanity holds no 
to speak solely In retaliation to this review rationale (check Woodward and Bernstein's 
(without ever referring to this fact) Is 711• Final Days for further verification of 
hillftly inconsiderate to the audience at lhls fact). For Jaworski to use that as a 
large. means for defendlna. the case of Ford not 
Wide World ofTorts 
Simson onjobs, too · 
by J;,i,n Simson question is when! Two members of last 
'year's · ' r.lass are now doing 
Ed_. Note: These questions appeared in the "·Import-Export" work for the largest firm 
same form in an earlier column by 'the in Colombia, Skag, . Coke, Spam, Spam, 
official 11 job-finder. 11 These · answers also Tomato and Spam. Another alumnus is 
appeared in the same form ·in that earlier allegedly responsible for causing the Arab 
column ... although the words were a Oil Embargo just three short v,ears ago, 
little different! when i[l · an interview· with ·the Iranian 
Secret Legal Aid Society, he said, "Shah 
Ed. Note: We would like to apo/og/u for Who?" 
the author's obvious attempt at humor by 
writing an Editor~ note, ft was obviously S . What is the Student Placement 
not an editor's note. As everyone knows, Committee Doing? 
all editor's notes ore In Ital/cs /Ike this one. Yesterday we h~d a phone call - but 
that was a wrong number. Oh; but the day
(finally . . . the article.) before we spoke to a number of prominent 
lawyers' secretaries. Unfortunately, they're 
1. What is the Status of the Job Market for all 'on .the l'acJJlty here, and didn't have.,.ny 
Buffalo Students? · l)(!Sitions ayailable. (A0pparently they 
BuffalQ stlldents nev~r; ,se~lt) . to do . as haven.'t received our Kama Sutras - Ha 
well as human students, however, they do Ha!) 
do better than Antelope students. It's 
probably genetic, so don't wor(Y. - 6. What are Alumni and the Faculty and ' 
Staff of the Law School Doing to Assist 
2. What Kinds of Positions Have Thitd and )Vilh the Placement of Buffalo Students? 
·Second Year Students Found?· ; . · Truly the_greatest ci>n'tributian'ihat cari 
Mostly, the sari,e, kinds of p061tions as be made by our staff and alumhi is 
everybody • else, although I have heard convincing the legal world that Buffalo 
rumors that some students h_ere at John Students can adapt to a human 
Lord O'lirian have discovered' the Kama environment. I would recommend, 
. Sutra ·and/or the ·single Wing (with 'Bleu accordingly, that all students: 
Oieese and Celery Stalks), 'and are using 1. Maintain their costs properly, '.ind not 
some incredibly different and interesting look unkempt; 
angles. Sea Grant will soon have a new 2. Not grovel or make Buffalo noises; 
Position paper about it, entitled: New 3. Not Stampede; and 
Positions: Fun Without Environmental 4. Celebrate the BISONtennial, 4 Tigar
Ruin. See also 22i S.2nd 492, at 496, 2, at 3½. I also spend a great de~I of time 
wtiere . a very int~resting' poSition I is with 'our alumni. I was beiny, defended i,y 
discussed PY Chickenloope;, C.J. one of them only yesterday. I recently met 
with an important judge, a prominent
3. What Kind of Salary are the Positions government lawyer and several leading
You Mentioned Paying? attorneys, and each has expressed his 
Generally, the salaries of the jobs that willingness to help us . Unfortunately, at 
we are not getting are very high. However, the time of our meetings, they were under 
_we are worl<ing constructively toward that the mistaken belief that I was from 
end. Although it is doubtful that Buffalo Harvard. 
students with their genetic defects, will 
ever get these jobs, we have been assured 7. Will We Have Career Days This Spring? 
by the employers that those who do will YES! We will also be hosting an 
receive less money in the future. This will Alumni -Student Client Counseling 
make the salaries that our students do get Competition, and a Job Picnic. Everyone 
seem that much higher. And of course, as will eat sandwiches with the crusts cut off, 
with all jobs, the salary depenqs upon the and sing,t~• Alma Mater, "Ypu_a~d.M,e ..~ncl_... 
posi.ti0n you ar,e in'.. ' · · ' the U.C.C." written by ,Sari Lew~Uyn, , : 
from his forthcoming album, Son of a 
4. Many Students State that They Have Breach. 
Not Fo~nd Employment. Why is This So, 
and Sho(ild This Cause Them Concern? The firm of Nixon, Agnew, Krogh, , 
Yes. Traditionally, most 'Buffalo (aw Haldemann, , Colson, Segretti, Meckle~, an~ 
Graduates do not find jobs until there is a Heckler will be interviewing here next 
inajor SCandal somewhere, hlJndreds of Wednesday. All interested students should 
lawyers ai-e disbarred, and a need is felt. come prepared with resume and proof of 
When lio ~major scarldals are for'thc~ming, disbarrment. 
othCr inie'rim pursuits are al way's availablC. The firm of Roto, Rooter, an·d Co., is 
One well-known Alumnus n°"' leads the looking for a staffperson interested in 
enti~e coun..try_ i
0
n · job , interr.s· Such Environmental litigation. Resume 'and hip 
persistence }s sure to be re...ed . The boots are required. 
making a deal is plainly ridiculous. its numerous shortcomings. He most 
readily admitted that justice had become 
Please understand, · I do not think an aphorism in our country. That view is a 
Jaworski is a dishonest man. His honesty flag-waving relativistic one. 
and integrity is beyond question. It is his And after that statement, he made noper~ective, convention and "attitudinal" 
allusion to any attempts to alleviate lheform which is being held in question. Yes inequities in this country. It was as if hehe is honest, but it is an honesty grown out 
.. were syaing, 1Although · our system is not
of a void - lhe status quo - and developed fair, we are better than anyon~ else, so wefrom the sterility of impression. 
do not have to worry about being fair and 
Jaworski is used to things as they are. equitable in this country.' 
He is not able to look beyond Watergate, Something went drastically wroni along 
to its implications and future orientation, the way If our only defense of our system 
it being the most significant event to occur is by comparison to the rest of the world. 
in this country within the' last 200 years. To live relatively rather than· ·absolutely, 
He seemed to use the word "insulate" especially in. the present day, is 'no great 
frequently during his talk. Maybe he has and admirable task. Compounding the 
become a product of what he was talking frustration is the realization that Jaworski 
about. was ii:t a position where he could have 
exerted great and profound political 
This inability to search in the realm of change - changes which could have 
true human inquirY. settled like a dense fog dwarfed all previous political • change by 
over the Moot Court Room Sept. 24. Alas, comparison. But this fleeting moment was 
one more knight lanced down. • lost in time. 
Jaworski's attitudor-crystallized In his All I can say is, iife must.look different 
concluding remarks. He said that he based on Maggie's Farm, and where do we go 
his faith on the American system, despite from here, Mr. Jaworski? 
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Thedebates 
Peanut farmer a'f!,d peanut brain square off 
by Rob Ciandella Just to capture tho substantial groupie vote. 
The debate was held in that model of 
A few years ago Polish writer jerzy American progress, Philadelphia. Ford t~ 
Kosinski wrote a book called Being Tnere 
·tho Initiative early, handing In a bravo 
in which the main character is transformed impersonation of Chevy Chase. Reaching 
from a celibate hermit into a national for a glass of water, the Ford candidate 
celebrity through the miracle of media. momentarily forgot that he had instructed 
Kosinski's character, named Chance, had his staff to glue the glass to ,the podium 
spent his entire life inside an enclosed yard and in the minutes before the camera 
working on a garden until a series of turned away from his struggle, Ford had 
fortuitous events thrust him into the made the first major move of tho debate. 
national spotlight. Carter responded with a superb 
Chance found himself a guest on a impression of Carter. He then went on to 
political talk show with the President's note that while he had great sympathy for 
economic advisor at a time when the the handicapped and had in fact been 
country was saddled with a severe called a mental cripple by lester Maddox, 
recession. When asked his view on ·the he nevertheless feft compelled to condemn 
economy Chance naturally responded Ford's choice of a running-mate as a 
within his frame of reference, "Well, in a blatant appeal to the amputee vote. 
garden you must be sure that the roots are · Ford emphatically declared .that he was 
strong so that when dryness comes ... •• . not now, had never been and would not 
Recently Kosinski's cynical vision 
became somewhat of a macabre reality as Carter had arrived alter beating back a 
two seeming accidents of history, one a stiff challenge from an even more absurd 
peanut farmer from the south and the extension of the Kosinski model, a guru 
Governor from the west coast who 
- ~ red the hearts and minds of a l?st 
other a peanut brain from the midweg, 
met in a I 
candidates for the Presidency of the United generation with a strange neo-conserv~t,ve 
mysticism. Farmer Carter won national
, States. 
Lower outside corner 
by Tanis Reid Party, by the rich , · by whomever - the 
press will expose the .exploiter and prove 
I .am really hesitant to do a column, itself the last-ditch protector of American 
which was originally intended to be only a freedom - particularly when the exposure 
monthly humor column, on Patty Hearst. is such lucrative copy. 
For one thing, putting down in print my Then again, why blame the press for this 
opinion on such a subjec t in front of a fiasco? Despite all the heinous crimes in 
whole population of law school students is this ~ountry, the violeAt murder~,. and 
sure to earn me some enemies. I already brutal sexual- assaults occurring daily, the 
got the 11are you kidding" from the FBI only ·100 readily slapped Hearst up on 
editorial board when I ~uggested maybe their ten most wanted list when it appeared 
this copy should be run as an editorial. that rather than trying t.9 save a victimized 
I must admit that the editing dec ision youth, they had perhaps been led on a wild 
was a wise one. Patty Hearst is old news goose chase by a spoilCd brat. What's more, 
now, but nol only for the reason that this what, had it not happened, would seem 
issue Wen't to press almost two full weeks incredible, is that despite the fact that they 
after she was' sentenced to seven years in were not yet sure Hearst's SLA 
prison . Actually, her story is not really participation was voluntary or forced, the 
over, as she yet faces charges for still more pol ice poured sbout 500 rounds of 
serious cirmes, and as the Harrises have yet ammunition into a hnuse in which. she was 
to be tried for kidnapping Hearst. Still that believed to be. The resultant deaths can 
news which is left, though it may end up never be condoned, and to suggest that a 
on the front page, has lost its urgency. I government once willing to kill her is 
guess that's what bothers me. There seems later attempting to aid her with a fair trial 
to be a popular acceptance that Hearst1 must be incomprehensible to Hearst's 
whose life first demanded front page already confused mind. 
anxiety and then excited the wrath of But more than the courts, or the press, 
betrayal in prif'le time media and its or the FBI, what bothers me most is that 
followers, has fi nally had poetic justice many American people seem to acquiesce 
formerly imposed upon her. to seei ng Hearst done in. Maybe it 's 
It is ironic that the day before Hearst because most Americans were sympathetic 
was sentenced to prison, ,those charged to\l'ards Hearst when they learned of her 
with her kidnapping were arraigned. Or kidnapping. But, when they learned that 
maybe it isn't ironic. It doesn't seem to thei r apathy might have been unrighteously 
affect people as such, and it doesn't seem provoked, they, like the FBI, were angry 
as if the court accepted the argument that for havi~g been made the fool. And, too, 
the kidnapping was so brutalizing that, in a.i i those Americans anxious to see the rich 
effect, it prevented Hearst from developin~ pay their share of punishment joined in the 
the necessary mens rea for the crime of anti-Hearst campaign. If they had failed to 
which she was convicted. F. Lee Bailey's get retribution from ,wealthy, wayward 
strategy in the defense of this trial is not politicians, they could perhaps be more 
fully known, and will probably not be , successful in demanding it of a young, rich 
known until he has time to publish a book radical. 
of enough quality to earn the royalties And it is only retribution that 
needed to support his lifestyle. However, Americans are seeking in Parry Hearst's 
Bailey's skill as an attorney is highly punishment. There can be no rehabilitation 
reputed and it is likely that were the in a prison setting for a young twenties 
kidnapping effects an affirmative defense woman suffering from severe psychological 
to the willfulness of Hearst's participation strain. Nor can it be claimed, now that the 
in the bank robbery, it . was argued as SLA members are either dead or confined, 
strongly as the law would support. Yet, that Hearst is a threat to the stability of 
tho~gh Bailey is supposed to be one of the this country's society. Had Hearst been 
best, it is doubtful that Bailey's presenc~ burned to death with the re,t or most of 
was helpful to Hearst's cause at trial. the SLA, Americans should never have had 
But the trial was a circus without him. to decide whether she was a brutalized 
one of its own 
promote the 
explol\ed -
The press was certainly willing to throw victim or converted, confirmed radical. 
Into the ring, In order to Rather, they woufd have willingly 
ever-Increasing myth lhat christened her an Americah martyr and 
..,,_..,r the American people are being stored her with the Lindberpi baby In their 
by the CIA, by the Republican m~mories. 
prominence with a stunniug victory in the ., engage in an affair with his daughter . 
hub of American political tradition, New Garter responded with an observation thal 
Hampsl\ire. his daughter was too you~g to be 
As ,.the fall TV season opened, farmer considered in this regard, at which point 
Carter. ·• could be seen intently studying Ford injected that this was not necessarily 
peanuts and engaging audiences with his so. 
purity and pomp rural charm. Quoting Bob Moving on to health policy, Carter said 
Dylan and imitating Max Yasgur farmer that it was clear that Ford must bear the 
Carter aroused the American political scene blame for legionnaire's disease, adding that 
with his chestnut re.semblence to John under his administration no pinko plots to 
Kennedy. fluoridate the water would succeed. Ford 
He was met in ,\the debate by the replied that he was a legionnaire and ~e 
incumbent Ford. Ford, whose principle was not a disease. On the attack -again, 
claim to legi timacy se~ms to lie in his Ford said that Carter was at fault'for the 
'being one of the guys' while in Congress, a dearth of peanuts in Skippy's Peanut 
most startling development in view of Butter. After a quick tut a)'lay to Walter 
recent Congressional activities, was handed Cronkite, who explained to a confused 
t1io_. the office by an obscure and nameless man public that Ford meant that there were 
known only as 11 the predecessor." fewer peanuts in peanut butter; .carter 
Now a non-entity in noplace like San respo.nded by pointing to the 
aemente, 0 the predecessor" was recently unemployment problem. To dramatize his 
,~uo\~d- i!t the :~~cr'elT)ent9 §ee :;t:_tne, : ~ ' ~ntenliQ!J7:Cart~t P9 i".\~ 9yt !h~!J!.e~!!':as 
sinisterly fmplying that his wife . was .unemployed. He i~dicated th~t .were it not 
responsible for the ascension of Ford. "Pat for the $21 million the government had 
did it," he said. This might prove to be of given him to do this posturing, he would be 
some concern to Ford supporters because just another poor cracker millionaire. Ford 
he has a wife of his own and an affair with allowed that anyone who used the word 
his daughter. Basically though, Ford was cracker in the family hour would probably 
good. "The predecessor" was bad . Not that permit socialized abortions. Carter denied 
Ford's goodness prevents him from being that he was an abortion. And on it went, 
tough. He was tough, a fact borne out by pushing back the starting time of Mory 
his relationship with his son in res~dence, Hartman these two masters of rhetorical 
Jack. Ford made Jack court silly rock and ski ll matching each other profundity for, 
roll stars and pretend to be a heterosexual profundity. 
Court makes taxing decisi~n 
by John Arpey attorney, Sharon v. C.ommlssioner, .66 T.C. 
No. 52. The Court based this opinion on 
For all you student tax buffs who have Internal Revenue Code §161 and 
just recently ·acquired a thirst for Commissioner v. Idaho Power Co. , 418 
knowledge in this area, this week's column U.S. 1 (1974), which state thai the Code 
is to inform you of some of the more provisions disallowing a deduction for 
recent changes. personal expenses take precedence over the 
The Tax Court has modified its prior provisions allowing buisness expense 
position on the deductibility by an deductions. 
employee of expenses arising from his , The Court also followed Treas. Reg. 
maintenance of an office in his home and Sec. 1.262-1 b3 which allows a deduction 
will no longer follow Stephen A. Bodzln, for hom e office expenses when the 
60 T.C. 820, rev'd ~09 F.2d 679 (4th Cir. taxpayer incidentally conducts business 
1975), cert. den'd 423 U.S. 82S (1975). there, his place of business being elsewhere. 
In Bodzln, the court had held that such Finding that a taxpayer's use of a home 
expenses were deductible by an attorney office was "purely a matter of personal 
employed by the Internal Revenue Service. convenience. comfort and economy," the 
The Service maintained that an employee Coyrt now declares that the "appropriate 
may only deduct home office expenses if and helpful" test requires a balancing of all 
his employer requires work to be done at facts where there fs a mixture of personal 
home. The Tax Court, however, ruled that and business considerations. 
the test for deductibility was whe1~er "the However, the Sharon and Bodz/n 
mai ntenance of an office in the home Is holdings _are narrow, relying on the facts 
appropriate and helpful under all that the employer provided an office which 
circumstances," even where there was no was usable during non-working hours and 
evidence that the employer required that that the employee's workload did not 
work be done at home. appear to require work after hours. The 
Only upon a finding of bad faith or that Second Circuit permitted' a home office 
persona) convenience was the primary expense deduction In a situation where the 
reason for maintaining the office would the employee was required to work after 
deduction be defeated, The Fourth Circuit hours, even thoupi the employer provided 
overruled Bodz/n. an office, New/ v. Comm/ss!OMr, 432 F.2d 
Now, in a case wllh Identical facts, the 998 (2d Cir. 1970). N,wf was dlstlnaulshed 
Tax Court· has disallowed !he home office In ·me later cases and may satisfy . the 
expense deduction of another IRS balancln1 test of Shtlron. , 
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·Court battle on welfare continues 
by David Munro State Constitution and result in a county budget (56 percent in traditional and essential county the State Legislature the power by 
denial of equal protection and due 1976), pre-empt about half the services thus "rendering "general laws" to abridge home 
The Court of Appeals has process rights unde( the 15<lderal county's limited real property tax meaningless the county right to rule rights, and found that the 
unanimously.ruled that the state's and State Constitutions. · levy, and by reason of the _m! hage its own affairs." Social Services Law was such a 
statutory scheme requiring that The county's home rule disproportionate burden imposed The Appellate Division rejected general law. 
counties pay half of the argument was that the present on Erie County, reduce the role of this argument, holding that The substance of Erie County's 
non-federal cost of funding schemes automatically the county executive and county Section 2 of Article IV of the equal protection anrl due '?roces~ 
state-mandated public assistance appronri.1te about half the gross legislature to the dismantling of State C.Onstitution co~fers upon 
- contlnueo on poge 6 
programs is constitutional. 
A three-page per curiam Limited legal aid launched 
decision issued late in September 
affirmed a ruling by the Appellate 
Division. of Supreme CourL The Student legal services program restructured 
Appellate Division had held that 
Erie County was required by the by Jeff Granat Additionally, the program does c r i m i n a I p r o c e e di n gs, paralegals also assisted students in 
New York State Constitution and not provide for l egal landlord-tenant matter<'· not certain landlord·tenant and 
the Social Services law to provide (Ed. Note: Jeff Granat Is a representation in Small Claims involving Small Claims Co~rt, the consumer problems that came 
the local share of funds for its third-year low student and a Court. While Small Claims is not defense of civil actions not within the scope of their training. 
Home Relief, Aid to Dependent former legal worker with SLAC.) as formal a judiciary setting as involving Small Claims Court, The SLAC distributed 
Children, Medical Assistance, and Other courts, students prefer separations and divorces. publication's informing ,students of 
Day Care programs, and the court SUNYAB students can expect having a lawyer present their The second component wi ll their Fourth Amendment rights, 
order£d the county to a new style of legal representation cases. represent student governments of landlord-tenant law, alternative 
immediately resume making and legal services in the coming Many students feel that they Sub-Board. sources of legal assistance, 
payments and reimburse the state semesters. are not treated fairly in the Small The third section is described procedures for Small Claims Court 
for temporarily paying the In August of this year, the Claims Court, especially where as an educational component and New York State drug laws. 
county's share of welfare costs. under graduate S ru den t their oppOsition is represented by designed to disseminate Additionally, the Clinic sponsored 
Erie County plans to appeal to Association . cut funding of the c o u n s e I • S i n c e many information about various areas of lease-reading workshops and clinic 
the U.S. Supreme Court as soon as Student Legal Aid Clinic (SLAC) landlord-tenant and consumer law of interest to students. members spoke before classes on 
possible on Fourteenth and withdrew recognition of the problems involve actions against • Publications concerning student legal subjects of contemporary 
Amendment due process and Oinic as a student organization. Corporations who must be rights, social services, cons.,imer interest. 
equal protection grounds. Simultaneously, · Sub-Board I, represented by counsel in court, rights and the landlord•tenant Under SLAC operation, 
The battle between Erie Inc. approved the fin ancing of the student fears about representing relationship are planned. Seminars representation in court by an 
County and the State was spurred Group Legal Services Program themselves seem justifiable. and workshops will be presented attorney was proVided only for 
when the county legislature, citing (GLSP), a pilot program designed The structure of the new to keep the community informed arra ignments. The individual' 
the ,couflty's severe financial crisis, to supplement the services of the Program has also been questioned. in these areas. ' student was required to pay his 
refused three times last summer to SLAC and initiate innovative The GLSP is set up similarly to a Finally, there is a public own fee if counsel was desired. 
appropriate funds to keep it~ programs in other areas of law. prepaid legal insurance program interest. law section. This is the Overall , the cqverage provided 
welfare programs running. The The actions of SA and with a closed panel, except the most innovative and promising by the new program is well worth 
mid-year appropriation was Sub•Board generated a great deal panel of attorneys is limited to area of the proposal. The thrust of the cost. The latest estimates are 
necessary because the county of controversy. Some of th is one, SA attorney Richard Lippes. this component is directed to that the · cost per individual 
executive and county legislature dispute was due to the political Neither SA nor Sub-Board areas of law involving student student for the program's services 
appropriated twenty million climate during the inception of considered alternatives such as an ·rights in the university setting and is 60 to 70 cents yearly. 
dollars less than the $137 .million " the program. • Members of the open panel plan, where the plan society. The implementation of the 
" ~i'qltejteH lby ,m~" ~unty Social•·· · SL:AC felt ·tllat" they ·wens not pijys for the servioes of an· Particular · emphasis will be Group Legal Services Program has 
Services department 'for 1976. 'consulted before the proposal was attorney chosen by the student, placed upon restrictions of been delayed while Sub-Board 
The amou nt fina lly acted upon and their recognition or a plan where attorneys with expe nditur es of mandatory irons out the details of the 
appropriated was less than the revoked. diverse areas of expertise are student fees. The pro~ram's program. When the program is 
amount appropriated in 1975 for There was also m4ch debate retained to provide services to the attorney, Lippes, foresees this finalized, it will then be subm itted 
these programs, despite concerning the merits of the students. component as the forerunner of a to the Appellate Division for 
ever·increasing numbers of welfare propo5al. It was suggested that, in The fundamental question is, National Center for Student approval and will be subject to the 
recipients. In June, the Social many areas, the program was not basically, whether the new Rights. · scrutiny of the administration to 
Services department estimated tailored to the needs of the program is worth tl;ie expected Services extended by the SLAC assure that the new proposal 
that it ytou ld exhaust the students. $35,000 it will cost, especially were similar to those under the meets current guidelines for the 
budgeted funds for public For example, under the considering the fact that the new proposal, but not nearly as expenditure of mandatory fees. 
assistan·ce by Sept. 1, and it was proposal, students arrested on SLAC was funded at extensive. SLAC employed three Since the plan is a pilot proposal, 
thus forced to request ad~itional drug charges or by campus approximately$14,000. attorneys on retainer who were problems concerning its structure 
appropriations of $5.5 million to security would be provided with The GLSP will provide services present in the office for a total of and content can be worked out at 
carry these programs through Oct. free Iega I advice and from four components. The first about eight hours weekly and who some future date when more 
1. representation in court. The will offer students free and were avai lable at all times for information is avai lable for 
'Afier the county legislature concept of limited legal unlimited advice and consultation telephone consultation. assessment of the legal services 
twice refused to appropriate the r.epresentation in-criminal matters on legal problems of any nature. The CI in ic also utilized requirements for students. 
necessary funds, and after it failed to take into consideration An attorney will be present in the paralegals to assist students in In the interim, the SLAC 
appeared that funds • on hand the fact that most student arrests office for 24-28 hours weekly for legal problems not requiring an continues to provide the same_ 
would be exhausted in a matter of are for other offenses, such as consultation. attorney, such as social service type of services it has offered to 
days, the Commissioner of the driving while intoxicated and Complete legal representation agency refer r a Is and members of the university 
State Department of Social disorderly conduct. will be available in certain intra-university matters. The community in the past. 
Services commenced an Article 78 
proceeding seeking an order 
adjudging Erie County in 
violations of theNew York State 
Constitution and the Social Jaworski breaks Watergate silence 
Services law. It also sought a 
direction to appropriate sufficient had thought maybe Presidentby Connie Farley funds to enable the county to Nixon would come forward with 
continue to pay its share of the some things ..." But nothing"In the end, truth will out/'
state-mandated public assistance significant has been forthcoming,was· a certainty to Shakespeare's programs. he said. ,Launcelot in The Merchant ofErie County filed a Jaworski , visiting Buffalo asVenice but Leon · Jaworski has
counterclaim ~U~ing that thos~ the guest of .the Niagara Frontier 
sections of the Social Services not be;n so sure in the days since Polish American BicentennialWatergate.Law which provide that 50 Committee, outlined what heThat's why, Jaworski said ,percent of the nonfederal cost of termed ' 'a few of the tough during a visit to the Law Schoolpublic assistance must be bor~e decisions we had in Watergate,"Sept. 24, he's begun telling t~eby local governments under the including
circumstances faced by Erie 
- Whether a sitting president
story , of his role as ~pe~ial 
Prosecutor - with the publication County conflict with other could be indicted for a charge like 
fundamental rights and benefits of his book, The Right and the obstruction -of justice - asPower, and with talks like tht one Leon Jaworski chau with SUNYAB law studenu - photo, Frank Carrollconferred by the State and opposed to, for example, a serioushe gave in the Moot Court RoomFederal Constitutions and must, criminal charge, in addition Lo that if Nixon had been indicted, time," he said.to a crowd of about 400. therefore, be Invalidated. beins subject to impeachment. he wouldn't have resisned. "Then - Whether justice was servedJaworski had kept silent partly Specifically, the county allesed "To what extent would the lhe problem would have been, when Richard Kleindienst wasto avoid prejudicins litigation still that the required 50 percent courts permit you to do that," "How do you bring a siuirig convicted of a misdemeanor forpending In the wake of Watergate,
contribution· ratio will violate the Jawo,ski said. "Wouldn't they be president to tria l '"-'- It would his perjury before the Senatebut also because "I had hoped 
. right of the county residents to there would be more revelation of inclined to tell you to impeach have torn the country asunder Watergate committee, and given a 
effective self-1overnment , under thl .. he told Opinion. " I first?" It is · Jaworski's opinion worse than it did up · to that suspended sentence - continued on 
the Home Rule provisions of the some nss, . I page 7'111 ' 
11 , II I '.J ,JI 
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Blind students facenumerous 
difficultit;Js, challenges . 
by Sharon Osgood 
C~msi4er having to. plan your 
courses so you can order your 
text books a full semester in 
advance; having to plan your 
assignments so you can arrange in 
advance to have someone read 
them to you; being unable to get 
into your locker because someone 
and re-reaaing Important 
materials. It is a time--consuming 
process and it's necessary to have 
the readers arranged in advance 
for specified periods of time at 
reasonable hours. The upset 
created by a last-minute handout 
required to be prepared for the 
next class is of major proportions. 
"All law students have to work 
removed the tape markings you- under pressure. Law school is hard. 
relied upon to ufee l" the 
combination. 
These are a few of the 
problems <!ealt with by the Law 
School's three blind students bon 
Dally, John Adamec and 'Lynn 
~ Blocher. 
' In interviews for Opinion, all 
three young men alluded to the 
overridi_ng difficulty: reading 
requirements. They are able to 
orde, their textbooks on tape,' and 
they use tapes frequently in class. 
The tapes are supplemented by 
hiring readers who read to them 
the material unavailable on tapes. 
Because the students • must 
retain what they hear and are 
unable to rely to the usual degree 
on written notes for review 
purposes, the readers must spend 
a loi of time with them reading 
: 
·•t l • 
2nd, 3rd year students 
£d, Note: The Buffalo Legislation 
Project is an organization of 
second and third year law 
students engaged In researching 
and writing legislation proposals 
and ·re visions requested by 
legislators or legislative groups 
from both the state and local 
levels. It was possible to obtain 
descriptions of only five projects 
for the present Issue. Descriptions 
of the remaining ones w/11 be 
covered in· a subsequent issue of 
Opinion. 
Public Assistance Standards 
Becky Mitchell and Sharon 
Goodman will do research for Erie 
County Social Services. This 
project involves the standards set 
by statute for eligibility for public 
assistance benefits. Members will 
develop materials showing the 
levels of standards and any 
changes necessary. Also included 
will be a discussion of various 
review mechanisms. 
State Hospital Rate Settin1 
John Suda and William 
Hultman are working on a project 
for State Senator Lombardi, 
Chairman of the Health 
Committee. The project involves 
comparison of a bill proposing a . 
State Hospital Rate Setting 
Commission with similar 
proposals from other states, and 
an analysis of the New York 
proposal. 
City Ordinances v. First 
"'7 Amendment Rlprs 
Brian Brockway is reviewin1 
the ordinances of the City of 
' Buffalo for possible conflicts with 
the New York State anit U.S. 
Constitutions at the request of the 
Buffalo Cofporatlon Counsel. Joe 
Broderick .Is the editor In chars• 
of the three projects. 
and demanding," noted Don 
Dally, who is in his third year of a 
four-year J.D. program. "But 
these handouts are particularly 
difficult for me because it means 
trying to arrange for a reader at 
the last minute and they just 
aren't always avaitabie when you 
need them. " 
Lynn Blocher expressed an 
even g realer feeling , of 
vulnerability on this point. 
Although it has not yet happened, 
Blocher wondered if a professor 
had any idea of what difficulty a 
last-minute large reading 
assignment or multiple case 
briefings could pose to a blind 
student. 
Registrar Charles Wallin 
admitted that the school does not 
make a lot of special concessions 
kb · •· 
Blue Laws Project , , , , 
Kim Hunter and John Arpey 
are researching the possibilities of 
revising the New York State 
Sunday Sales ("Blue") Laws for 
the New York State Assembly 
Codes Committee. Working with 
project Editor Alan Gerstman, 
they are currently researching the 
constitutional and policy 
arguments on both sides of the 
blue, law question. 
In addition, t~ey are 
conducting a state-~y-state s~rvey 
of· other Suridav.. S~fes Laws 
throughout the country. This 
Sunday, the Assembly Codes 
Committee will conduct a tiearing 
on the issue in Buffalo, at which 
time the Blue ' Laws project 
members will present the 
preliminary findings ' of their 
study. 
L0'1n Guarantee l'und 
Project 
Project members, Evan Giller 
and Steve Errante are currently 
involved in criticism an~ 
redrafting assistance on a bill 
which ·would establish a Municipal 
Loan Guaraniee Fund for the 
State of New York. The bill, first 
introduced in the New York State 
Senate last year by Senator Flynn, . 
Municipal 
O,airrnan of the Senate Cities 
Committee; would create a fund 
supported entirely by cities, 
towns and villases in the state for 
purposes of creatin1 a type of 
insurance against bond default, 
The ultimate result ·is expected 
to ~ a loosenin1 of credit for 
New York State municipalities. 
The concept is original, having no 
model In any other state. The 
project members, with editor Alan 
Gerstman, •are currently defintn1 
the issues to be pursued In the 
critique of the bill. 
• 
' 
tc. the blind students. They are 
permitted to take their exams in a 
separat~ room where they can 
have readers, typewriters and 
,whatever other special equipment 
they might require. 
As far as Wallin knew, the 
building plans for John l,ord 
O'Brian Hall did not include 
considerations for blind and other 
handicapped persons. The old 
facility downtown had so many 
obstacles that it would have been 
terribly difficult for a blind 
student to get around there, he 
observed. Indeed, in the six years 
that Wallin has worked at the law 
school, the three are the only 
blind students he is aware of. 
The present building is 
relatively easy to negotiate for a 
blind student, though Adamec Lynn !ocher,-a flnt-year law stuaent, 15 pictured with 
noted that when he started at the his RUide dog, Greta. 
Law School two years ago, there He graduatea on 1970 from 
were still construction materials in Fordham University with a degree 
the corridors which posed hazards in History. His vocational, goal~ 
for him. were uncrystallized until he lost 
Since the elevators will not go his vosoon. The , adjustment 
to the basement wihtout use of a . oxp·erience , for him included. 
key, keys were made available to introspection regarding what he 
them. "But not right away/' wanted to do with his life, 
Adamec states. "We had to work culminating in the decision to go 
on administration nine month_s. , to.,law school. J-le is in his third 
before they finally gave us one." , year ofa three year program . 
This may have been caused by the Adamec is unsure about whatLe,glS at1ve wor us1es CO?fusion of the move to the new accommodations the school ~as buoldong, however, Adamec notes. made or should make for blond 
it also took quite a whi)o to -students. He feels. some 
persuade the school to allow them frustration over having to wait so 
private rooms on the fifth floor of long for some, of their expressed 
the library where they could use needs, but he recognizes, also the 
..tapes .and , r~ithout ~ plef ity of : the~eau~raCYj 
'disturbing otlier st'Eicffiffi;7>,daniec "ffllilplicated-bytthe pe 19 doe 
added. 
All three of the men were once 
sighted and have t,ad to go 
through the emotional adjustment 
to their blindness. Dally, 42, who 
lives in Grand Island with his wife 
and three teenage .sons, adjusted 
to his blindness at the same time 
he was adj usting to law school, he 
said. 
He received a B.S. in 1956 
from Miami University in Ohio, 
Workin'g · in research and 
development • in the plastics 
industry before losing his vision. 
Dally thinks that the Law 
School should not make special 
accommodations for blind 
students, noting that they must 
leave school to work in a real 
world where they will have to 
COpe. 11 lt is not consistent with 
good Io g i c to exp e c r 
accommodations for such a small 
fraction of people," he said. 
Adamec is 35 and a bachelor. 
Taxing decision 
arguments ,~ ·that due to u.,e 
county's shrinkin1 tax base and its 
hi1h proportion of welfare 
recipients, the rigid 50 percent 
share the county must pay results 
in an unequal and discriminatory 
cost for Its taxpayers when 
compared with five other major 
urban counties outside New York 
City. 
The Appellate Division rejected 
this argument as wlel. Identifying 
the class allegedly discriminated 
against as tho taxpaylna residents 
of Erie County, the court stated 
that thls classffiiat on Ts not 
inherently suspect and thus found 
the test of strict judicial scrutiny 
to be Inappropriate. In applytn1 
the more lenient "ratlonal basis" 
new building. ,; · · I 
Professors have 6een helpful, 
he said, always displaying 
receptivity to him when he goes 
.to them for individual help. · 
Adamec suggests that it would 
be helpful if the school put blind 
students in touch with' the 
Placement , Office in th~ir 
freshman year to begin preparing 
the,m for job placement. 
Counselling would be helpful at 
times for emotional needs, too, he 
added. 
Blocher, a 30' year old 
freshman student also single, lives 
on campus with his seeing-eye 
dog, Greta. Before coming to law 
school, he worked in Rochester as 
a Program Technician for Animal 
Control. He is originally from 
Bradford, Pa. 
Blocher is more concerned 
about the provisions made for 
him. As a first-year student he has 
been assigned to the Discretionary 
test, the court said that the sole 
question presented was whether 
the funding ratios established by 
the Social Services Law rationally 
advanced the le1ltimate, 
articulated state purpose of 
providing aid, cat"e and support 
for needy persons (mandated by 
Article XVII, Section 1 of the 
State Constltullon). 
In holdtn1 that they do, the 
Appellate Division pointed out 
that (1) tradltlonally, the cost of 
public assistance has been deemed 
to be primarily a local burden, 
and (2) the fundlna ratio 
rationally -furthers the State's 
Interest In provldlna the Individual 
counties with a compelllna 
Incentive to administer the 
Program which does not 
adequately meet the special needs 
of . a blind student, he feels. 
Rather than needing additional 
class time, f3locher said, he needs 
time to read. 
The added bui of extra 
class hours is · ma it difficult 
for him to accompli the reading. 
11 1 don't expect to be treated any 
differently," Blocher said, but by 
b'eing included in the 
Discretionary Program, school ·is 
actually being made mbre difficult 
forh,im. 
The concerns expressed by alt 
ihree men echo the issues dealt 
wit'! by a variety of advocacy 
g,:oupf1 for handicapped persons. 
~oul):I major accomn\odations in 
buildihg layout and program 
policies and procedures be made 
for a small minority of people? I\ 
is a question of balance between 
the, needs of the majority versus 
the needs of the individual. 
The issues narrow, h·owever, as 
awareness is heightened and as 
individual s and institutions 
become iTiore considerate in the 
everyday, practic a l 
accommodations that can be 
made for the person with a ·special 
need. 
It was, in fact, Dally who led 
this disoriented first-year 
interviewer to the previously 
undiscovered first floor loungeJ it 
was Blocher who scouted around 
the Law School and found 
Adamec when he could not be 
located for the interview, and it 
was Adamec who knew how to 
get out of the fifth floor maze of 
the library. 
- cont/nutd from /Hllf 5 
proarams efficiently and to 
prevent abuse. 
Joe Melillo, a third-year law 
student who has worked on this 
case since its inception stated "I 
don't think the oplni~n of the 
Appellate Division fully dealt with 
our arguments. In parilcular, the . 
court did not explain why they 
didn't employ a 'strict scrutiny' 
test In their equal protection 
analysis. We argued that this was 
the proper te~t because of our 
contention that Erle County's 
fundamental constitutional rlaht 
to meanlnaful home rule Is betn1 
violated." 
The county plans to appeal I~' 
the U.S. Supreme Court 
lmmodiJtely. 
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Jaworski. 
- contfnued from page 5Legalwritingcourseseeb 
Jaworski suggested that the · Eastland of Mississippi on ·Nixo~'s 
"special Prosecutor's Office had a behalf. Eastland told the Special1qualified te~hingassistants SOrt of a moral obligation not to Prosecutor that Nixon had begged 
Sponsors of the freshm an Legal deal too harshly With a man who him, weeping; to intercede withstudents. In addition to meeting Constitutional Law courses. At 
Research apd Writing course are had · been "beckoned" into the Jaworski "and that I not put him one and a half to two hours every least one exercise will conCern an office to spill the information the looking for second or third year in the dock with Ehrlichman andweek with their sections, teaching issue ·of professional ethics. prosecutors needed. ·students interest,ed in working as Haldeman. If he had an_agreement assistan,ts will schedule frequer:it Students will also have ·an 
teaching assistants during the beforehand, what was the purpose 
second semester. of t~e call?" asked Jaworski.individual co(lferences with their opportunity to present oral Kleindi'enst t\ad talked fre~ly 
studt;nts. arguments based on their ow:n about his knowledge of theFirst year students are required HoHinge'r will run an research to a panel of faculty
to enroll in the course, which orientation program for teaching "judges." ,,. scandal and admitted the ' earlier "Richard Ni xon wanied that 
carries three academic credits and assistants during the ten days Compensation -. for the perjury to the 0ffice of the pardon. He sought it and the fact 
satisfies residency requirements . . prior to the start of classes Jan. anticipated 1.5 .hours per week Special Prosecutor even before that he so readily accepted i.t 
Joan Hollinger, faculty th17. -During the semester she will spent in teaching, preparation , Jaworski replaced e fired shows he considered himself 
supervisor of the Legal Research meet regularly with all teaching conferences and evaluation will be Archibald Cox. guilty," Jaworski added. "A 
and Writing co4rse, and a faculty assistants to develop common about $1200 for the semester. pardon is not something you hang
committee will · stlect 15-18 standards for instruction and for Interested second and third "When we had to make the on your living room wall and 
teaching assistants on the basis of evaluating student performance. year students should submit decjsion [of whether to charie show to your fri~nds." 
their demonstrated proficiency in Teaching assistants will be applications, consisting of a Kleindienst I at all], I called . legal writing, their academic expected to assist first year resume and a recent writing Archibald Co~ and 1 asked his In a subsequent interview with . 
performance and their interest in students in acquiring a variety of sample, to Sandra Maedl or Ch~ryl opinion," re;called: Jaworski. 11Cox -Of!lnion, ~aworski said_ that 
teaching. After an initial screening legal research and writing skills. Bartholomy in Room 523 before said that Kleindienst was entitled ,Noxon 1 s 
1 
onsostence on calling the 
of all applications, •the most Students will be required to Oct. 11. to con1iderable credit for w'h i t legal shots despite his attorney's 
promising candidates will be complete from three • to five Questions about the .co.urse :or he'd do~e ,... and that t,e was advice contributed significantly to 
interviewed. writing or research exercises. The the procedure for selecting . glad he didn 't ha,ve to make the his own defeat. 
· Each teaching assistant will be exercises will be based upon teaching assistants should be decision." 't \ 
responsible for a section of 
11 He just wasn't that good . a 
substantive materials introduced directed to Hollinger , in Rpom 
appro.ximately 15 first year lawyer."' Jaworski drawled with ain the first year Prop~rty or - 619. , - Whether the , pardon . of grin, 11-and even way back yonder, 
Richard Nixon ,cquld be attacked. Shakespeare said, 'He who has
"It's a Constitutional power of himself for a lawyer has a fool for 
the President to grant •a ,pardon a client'." 
for any reason or for ·no reason," 
was Jaworski's assertion. "There's 
not much precedent but there's Jaworski drew ' a sharp 
no limitation on the power to distinction between practicin,g 
pardon in the Constitution - and lawyers and the political 
that's th,e only place there would lawyer-appointees .. who were _ _ 
be a limitation," he -5aid . .. involved in so many of the · 
Watergate illegalities. uA lot of 
people bring that up and I think 
Jaworski said he personally 
LEGAL CROSSTICS 
·it's unfair," he said of a question
didn't believe that Gerald Ford about the state of legal ethics in 
had promised the pardon to light of those involvements. 
Nixon before his resignation, or 
Nixon a partic~la rl y 
easy out. - "Think how many lawyers 
worked. on the prosecution forces 
and conducted them selv.es 
Between the time of Nixon's honorably· . . . I . think most 
resignation and ,the granting of the lawyers are honest. What disturbs 
pardon, Jaworsk i said, he got a me is that some don't live up to 
telephone call from Senator James standards." 
ACRQS,S 
1. And others 
5. 3.14159265DOWN 
7. University of Buffalo1. An •xt•nslon or wing at right 9. Office of Strategic Servlces.(abbr.)anvJH to the main structure 12. In chemistry, molybdenum2. Ascot ... 
14. In place of3. Actors Equity Association 15. Contained or enclosed by4 . ComJc:al Turn of the Screw16. Error5. Carnation 18. Elevated railway6. Suffh< UMd to form the present 19. Improper on direct examinationpartlclple 
· because It suggests the answer to7. In the clvll l ■ w, the right to use ilnd the witness
•nJoy property vested In another 23. Draw or writeB. Desolate 24. The capital of the Bashalr A.S.S.R. by Q,ris Carty· Spring 1977 semestets .. Processing These forms also are available 9. Choose In the eastern part of USSR10. Interview attire (male) plural takes about ten weeks. in my office, room 303. 25. A right of property, real or11.Galn personal, hetd by one party for the This column will list the Applications generally·require ten 
benefit of another.12. Hodgepodge 13. Old Latin (abbr.) various types of financial State University Supplemental weeks for processing. 27. Two-times17. Exists 30. Frollc, spree assistance available to law Tuition Award {SUST A) 20. A SUffl)( to form feminine nouns 31. Saint (lbbr.)21. ____"Clausum freglt students and# explain ' the SUSTA provides an additional National Direct Student Loans32. In chemistry, oxygen 
?-- 26. Sound 33. Heed, listen procedures to be followed to $425 for the Falt ·1976 semester (NDSL) and Work Study22. 13th letter of Grk. alphilbet 34. Country In South America27. L • ._(,_McCartY to supplement the maximum TAP · Both of these programs are35. French article obtain this aid1 
Hardy's novels 37. Transg'resslon award, $300, which the student administered by the University. It28. In Dorsetshlre; locale of Thomas 39. Capital of Oslo29. An adjective forming suffix , 40. TV Comedienne, Last 11ame, First Tuition Assistance Plan (TAP) ' will already, have received. It is is too late to apply for either of34. A brief Introduction or preface 
name30, Ascertain, master (plural) This state-funded program is. anticipated that the spring award these for 1976-77, but44. Recording Secretary (abbr.)35, Work 45. "And Wife" for the purpose of the only "free" money avaifable. will be at' least $425. applications for 1977-'78 should36. Accounts Receivable (abbr.) wllls37. A halt In ludlclal proceedings That is, the award ' is not No additional application be available tlirough me around47. Label, tag38. "Sit On ____,. 
41. Bonnet, Cap (plural) ::: ~o!~i!~~V and zofology, ~ wlnv ,contingent either upon work Or forms) other than ' the TAP Dec.T. 
42. French ■ rtlcle re-payment. It . is only available -appli~ation, need be filed. After N DS L also are fed~rally50. A city In west central Italy43. Anc~nt, elderly 52. Summit, Apex to New York State residents, and r,eceiving their T~P award notice, g4aranteed loans with low interest 
51, Nearby 
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--+'-'-+--I ",that it gave 
receive the maximum grant of the Office of Student Accounts students work for non-profit 
, $300 per semester. Others with' (Hayes A, Main St. Campus) . organizations who pay only 22% 
•higher net incomes, up to of . the student's salary, the 
$20,000, will receive a New York Higher Education remainder being provided. by the 
correspondingly lower amount per Assistance Corporation Loans federal program funds. ' This 
semester! . (NYHEAG) ' semester approximately •30" law ' 
The receipt of the maximum I These' are federally guaranteed students have received worl<'-study 
award automatically qualifies the loans which ,allow a student to grants. .. 
student for · a State University 'borrow up to $2500 per. year, My office hours for this 
Supplemental , Tuition AIYard with a•, total m•aximuln semestei:I are: Mo'nday 9-10 a.m.; 
{SUSTA). . " indebtedness of $10,000. There is Tuesday 10 a.m. ' - 5 p.m.; 
TAP forms,a,e available in my no interest . charged ,'while the lliursda/ 1 p.m'. - 5 p:m. For 
office room 303. Th'ey •ttiay' be student is enrolledrin lchool, bilt those · ·who find these hours 
filed 'unt,1 A.p'rH' 20~1-19771 • for 'rates have increase'd to 8½ % inconvenient, my phone number 
awards for the Fall 1976 and during the re-payment period. is 636-2062. 
Shelley Davis tipped a 
few to the strains of the 
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Transfer schemes sabotage Rrison head responds to 
school desegregation in ·Buffalo unfair hiring accusation 
by Jean Graziani Acting Commissioner 
Chinlund, reached by telephone 
Corrections Commissioner Friday, said that he- wasn't sure 
Richard Chinlund told whether Benjamin w.. qualified. 
Opinion Friday that he never "We needed a balanced staff 
denied Ron Benjamin a job with involving individuals who ~an 
the Commission. His hesitation in make field visits to correctional 
hiring the 1976 SUNYAB Law institutions, be helpful with 
School graduate and convicted policy suggestions, investigate 
felon was due to questions about inmate deaths, assess medical 
Benjamin's qualifications and services, and be helpful in working 
uncertainty about staff positions toward the implementation of the 
desegregation suit before_a_ " available, Chinlund said. grievance procedure, 11 he said-. "I 
of about 75 people Wednesday, ,,1:\. - - • Benjamin, alleging never denied Mr. Benjamin a job, I 
Sept. 29 at the Law School . Thir year stud:irnine Espenscheid, center, l_ntr!>duced Atty. Richard discriminatory hiring practices, is only asked for more time to 
Griffin, one of the principal Grilf,n, left, and Professor Herman Schwartz, who spoke Sept. 29 at the filing a civil rights suit against the decide just what kinds of people I 
attorneys for the plaintiffs in the Law School on the Buffalo school d_esegregatlon. · · New York Commission of needed to work for the 
suit, explained how white In addition to transfers for at some point. CorrectionS. Benjamin claims that commission, 11 Chinlund added. 
students from inner:-e;ity districts academic reasons, Griffin Schwartz and Griffin were th& only reason · he wasn't hired · Recently, Chinlund has· hired 
having racially mixed schools have explained that some st~dents were asked to predict the possible for a staff position with the two ex-offenders who, he says, 
been able to obtain transfers to granted transfers on the basis of , impac t of the Buffalo suit on commission is because he served "know the flexibility of being 
predominantly white peripheral letters from doctors certifying desegregation in New York State. 32 months in prison for grand helpful in all of the above areas." 
schools in order to enroll in that school transfers were needed Sch~rtz felt that the impact theft. He charges that Chinlund Benjamin is engaged in a 
foreign language programs to promote "healthy social woul be slight outside of Buffalo recently hired two ex-offenders as state-wide campaign he says will 
unavailable in their neighborhood adjustment" for some children. be ause desegregation suits by · a result of public protests make known such discriminatory 
schools. "Clearly," he said, 11the their nature turn on the individual Benjamin's· allegations have practices of the commission. He is 
According to Griffin, such transfer system is little more than facts of the case. caused. now planning a paid speaking tour 
transfers and other administrative a subtle technique for keeping Where there is substantial of colleges and _universities in New 
devices permitted thousands of white kids in all white schools." proof of discrimination imposed Benjamin had cautious hopes York to help finance the 
white students te avoid integrated Defendants in the Buffalo suit under color of state law, plaintiffs that the Governor's Office would campaign. Benjamin said he still 
schools in their districts, resulting tried to blame the segregation of are likely to win. But each case act on what he says are wants the job. 
in a segregated public school Buffalo schools on segregated can be distinguished from others discriminatory hiring practices. Benjamin said that one positive 
system. housing situations since the school because the facts of segregation But the Governor's Office has result of his efforts thus far is that 
This situation became the basis dist r icts a re dictated by will always be slightly differert, made no comment to his ex-offenders are coming out and 
fqr a desegregation suit instituted neighborhoods. This did not he noted. allegations, he ,said. "We've given protesting other instances of job 
by the Citizens Council of Human relieve the defe ndant of ult's a , bad time for civil them enough time. We're going to discrimination, ·which he terms 
Relations, the NAACP and a responsibility for segregation in rights,'' was Schwartz's start proceedings," he said last tantamount to telling ex-offenders 
member of the Buffalo Common Buffalo, since many Of them were conclusion. The possible impact week. to 11go and steal." 
by Kim Hunter 
A student's desire to study 
Polish or Russian can actually 
contribute to the segregation of 
Buffalo public schools, local 
attorney •Richard Griffin claims. 
Griffin and SUNYAB Law 
School Professor 
Schwartz discussed the legal 
aspects of the Buffalo school 
Council in 1972 against the State also responsible for the segregated of the suit may be hard to predict 
Board of Regents, the Buffalo housing paiterns, Griffin pointed since it is by no means over yet. 
Board of Education and the out. All of the defendants in the case 
Common Council, among others. · Griffin characterized the have appealed. Briefs are due at 
On April 30 of ihis year, busing issue in desegregation as a the Second Circuit Court ,of 
Federal Court Judge John Curtin "red herring." At the present 'Appeals by December, and oral 
· rul ed that defendants had time, c hildren at honor, argument should be set for some 
permitted and perpetuated the vocational, private and suburban time in January of 1977. 
racial segregation of the Buffalo schools al read)' take buses every 
public school system in violation day, he noted. Busing to achieve SBA • • • -continued from page I 
of the Fourteenth Amendment. integration should not really voted in good faith. I don 't think 
Professor Schwartz gave a brief disrupt the Buffalo school system it was a misuse of their power, but 
hjstory of school desegregation in very much at all, he insisted. I think it was a mistake, an unwise­
Buffalo, noting that the present A question and answer period decision . . . I don't oppbse the 
suit had its origins in a 1963 suit followed the discussion by cause, but I oppose SBA. moneY 
brought by the NAACP against Schwartz and Griffin. The being spent for the cause." 
the Buffalo School Board over the majority of questions dealt with SBA Director Gerstman, who 
districting of the then-proposed the nature of possible remedies to initiated and wrote the letter to 
Woodl~wn Junior High School. the segregation problem, the the Editor from · the dissenters 
Several districting proposals had acceptability of these solutions which appears in today's Opinion, 
been made and the one that was and likely impact of the suit. said he contributed to the NAACP 
accepted was certain to result in Griffin suggeste,d that a at the fundraising tables at the law 
the creation of a totally black "metropolitan" · solution would school. However, Gerstman said 
school. After weak 'efforts on the have been best for Buffalo, that is, he opposed the SBA fund 
part of the School Board, a ~esegregation plan involving the allocation because ..we do have to 
Schwartz said that an accepted suburbs as well as the city itself. move under State guidelines when 
plan was eventually drawn up, but However, it is not likely that any distributing mandatory • student 
it was never implemented. suburban communities ~ould be fees, and since the mandatory fee 
In the present desegregation willing to cooperate, tie said. ij basically a iax imposed'upon all 
suit, the overwhelming evidence The defendant's first solution students I don't think we should 
of school desegregation in Buffalo - t)ie so-called Buffalo Plan - has use the mandatory fee to support 
and the line of cases decided in already been fou~d to . be one poJitical vieWpoint." 
0 
favor of plaintiffs in simila; suits ' inadequate by Judge Cur\in. The T~e last paragraph in 
throughout the country mape the plaintiffs have offered a plan , but _ Gerstman's !etter which ref~rs to 
case "easy" in terms of getting a the Buffalo defendants are not ' recall pf directors and restitution 
po$itive ruling on the merits of happy with it, according to of student money upset some of 
the , segregation issue, Schwartz Griffin. the SBA directors who supported 
said. The plan proposed by plaintiffs the NAACP allocation. Gerstman 
After Judge Curtin's decision would call for creation of seven denied that he was calling fi>r a 
in April, the suit progressed into a city school districts. Each district recall of those directors who 
11 remedy phase, " Griffin said. The· would contain one of the seven suppbrted the contribution, He 
decision only established the city high schools. The elementary said he was merely informing the 
liability of the defendants for schools in each district would be student body of the remedies 
se$fegation in the Buffalo school divided so that all perip~eral available if they ijelieve directors 










Wallin got a 
lesson in The 
Hustle as.. . 
.'.. Dave Brady and 
Ackerm~n Quartet. 
City of Buffalo must now come include only kindergarten through 
up with a complete desegregation grade fou~, and all inner•city 
-, 
plan by October 15 of this year, . schools would ~ouse grades 
Griffin noted. 5 thru 8. All chi ldren would 
Partial measures are already in remain in one district for all their 
eff~t with the closing of some schooling and would have to be 
schools and the transferring of bused for no more than two-thirds 
SBA Director Edwards, who 
voted for the allocation, 
responded in part: ILThe recall of 
directors on this issue would be to 
impugn their integrity when the 
directors who voted in favor of 
the disbursement felt they were 
Classifieds 
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pupils. But Griffin saw this as of their school years. All children acting within the guidelines and THE UNIVERSITY Union ActMtlN 
only the beginning of the long would have the chance to go to a within the interests of the student Boara CUUABJ 1POn10n coUNhOUNI every waekend. Friday Hrform1nce1 
process of change. school in 1heir own neighborhood body ... " , 
